
Fill in the gaps

See A Little Light by Belinda

Stay alone in my room

Every moment passing too soon

Watch the candles  (1)________   (2)________  the night

Fall  (3)________  a dream

Wake up and everything's the same

A second  (4)__________  but alone just  (5)________  a

child

If you just give me a sign

To live and not to die

Then I could see a  (6)____________  light

I could find some piece of mind

I don't know  (7)__________  you are

Maybe near or maybe far

I just need a  (8)____________  light

Hear a  (9)__________  ticking

On a life that could have meaning

If I could find the  (10)________  light in  (11)________  eyes

See a  (12)______________  people

Everyone's so lonely

But we don't have to be alone tonight

Then I  (13)__________  see a  (14)____________  light

I  (15)__________   (16)________  some piece of mind

I don't know where you are

Maybe near or  (17)__________  far

I just need a little light

...

If I could see a little light

If I  (18)__________  find some  (19)__________  of mind

If you just  (20)________  me a sign

I  (21)__________  see a little light

I don't  (22)________   (23)__________  you are

Maybe near or  (24)__________  far

I could see a little light

If I could see a little light

I could see a little light

Stay  (25)__________  in my room

Every moment  (26)______________  too soon

Watch the candles  (27)________   (28)________  the night
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. burn

2. into

3. into

4. older

5. like

6. little

7. where

8. little

9. clock

10. love

11. your

12. million

13. could

14. little

15. could

16. find

17. maybe

18. could

19. piece

20. give

21. could

22. know

23. where

24. maybe

25. alone

26. passing

27. burn

28. into
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